Introductory Speech

Speaker ____________________________________________________________

Content (25 points)
- ☐ Provided interesting information
- ☐ Met time requirements of assignment (3-4 minutes)
- ☐ Support or citations
- ☐ Language ______________________

Organization (10 points)
- ☐ Attention-getting introduction
- ☐ Main points clear
- ☐ Obvious organizational pattern
- ☐ Summarized information
- ☐ Memorable conclusion _______________________ 

Delivery
- ☐ Vocal elements (5 points)
  - ☐ Volume, rate
  - ☐ Errors
  - ☐ Vocalized pauses
  - ☐ Dramatic use, enthusiasm __________
- ☐ Physical elements (5 points)
  - ☐ Posture
  - ☐ Movement
  - ☐ Gestures
  - ☐ Use of aids ____________
- ☐ Facial expressions (5 points)
  - ☐ Eye contact
  - ☐ Animation ____________

Total (50 points) ____________